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Doge Universe
Growth. Problem. & Solution:
With billions of dollars entering the meme-coin market and millions of new investors looking for
the next 1000x opportunity, There is one significant issue: FRAUD. Rug-pulls and exit scams
have become a significant problem in the cryptocurrency market. The platform developed by
Doge-Universe. (DogeUniverse.Finance) will significantly reduce the likelihood of these events
occurring. The rug war has begun!

NFTs. New Method To Enhance The Value:
The NFT market has grown to be a multibillion-dollar enterprise. It is simple to create an NFT and
circulate it. Our new method of creating and distributing NFTs via gamers who act as miners will
increase the rarity and value of our beloved NFTs. A new ecosystem has entered the conversation,
one that will enable gamers and all content creators to profit from their valuable work and art while
also increasing the market's value.
Gaming. Virtual-Gaming Decentra-Land. Universal Explorations:
We will revolutionize the future of gaming by implementing blockchains, non-volatile memory,
decentralized universes, and, eventually, quantum computing, which will exponentially improve
the overall quality of gaming to an unfathomable level. Graphics, memory, and gameplay quality
will be light years ahead of what we currently have. By connecting computers to our brains, we
will be able to duplicate universes and engage in simulations. Doge-Universe will advance the
research and development necessary to make these dreams a reality.
A New Social-Ecosystem:
Our De-Fi platforms will foster the growth of new crypto ecosystems. A more sophisticated
platform for user interaction. Crypto freelancers will be able to accept work via the platform from
other projects or from anyone in need of crypto-related services such as smart contract
development, web development, marketing, and graphic design.
Decentralized Governing Community:
Providing an improved and decentralization governance community. The original purpose of
cryptocurrencies is a decentralized currency in which no single entity has central authority over
the currency.

NFT & Gaming
Proof of gaming (POG):
Enabling gamers to compete for those NFTs and providing them with a means of earning money
through the Doge-Universe marketplace. What makes it unique is that anyone can submit
copyrighted NFTs, but POG will be required before NFTs can be distributed. This method
significantly increases the value of all NFTs because it requires additional time and expertise.
Mining:
Gamers will take on the role of miners. They will have the opportunity to compete amongst other
players in games, virtual games, competitions, challenges and many more. There will be
numerous real-time obstacles. In one of the game modes, players can compete in battle royal
against a selected pool of players ranked according to their level. Players will compete for Doge
Packets. Prizes inside the Doge Packets will include collectable cards of various tiers that can be
upgraded to limited NFTs, SPACExDOGEs (the currency used across all Doge-Universe’s
platforms), tickets to major tournaments/events, items to upgrade your Doge-World, and a
variety of other items.
Commissions:

Commissions will be earned on all transactions involving their creations. If a newly released NFT
is purchased on our market, the creators will earn a commission on the sale. Peer to peer
transactions will also incur a transaction fee, from which the creators will receive a percentage.
Users are encouraged to conduct transactions on our platform, as this will be the most secure
method of transferring their creations. Other modes of payment will incur higher fees. The
primary objective is to benefit the entire community, as the entire endeavor is community-driven.
Collaborations & Opportunities:
Creators will be able to collaborate amongst each-other on their creations. Such collaborations
will create enhanced productivity amongst the Doge-Universe ecosystem. Lesser-known creators
will benefit great by collaborating with more-known, thus creating and opportunity for them to
increase their followers. Creators will have the opportunity to be featured on the main-page of
the marketplace. Selections will be based on their work and skills.

NFT & Gaming
NFT Ecosystem:
Creators will be able to submit and create their own game modes and NFTs. There will be two
methods for mining NFTs after they are generated.

The first method of mining new NFTs is for players to earn cards by completing objectives and
missions inside the game of choice. Our smart contracts will dictate once the objective/mission is
completed inside the game. This is referred to as POG (Proof Of Gaming).
The second way is that two duplicates of a single NFT will be generated. This way, only one NFT
will be required to mine VIA POG (Proof Of Gaming), while the remaining NFT will be immediately
available for sale or trade. Bear in mind that each NFT will have a duplicate. If the creators wish to
sell one immediately rather than waiting for it to be mined via POG, they will be able to do so and
a corresponding duplicate NFT will be generated for POG mining. But the owner will also have the
option to fuse the two duplicate NFTs together to create a NFT with higher rarity and value.
These NFT tier levels give more incentive to the miners performing POG, since they control the
narrative of these NFTs inside the ecosystem.

DogeUniverse.Land
Decentra-verse:
DogeUniverse.Land will be a component of Doge-Universe's gaming platform. In the
DogeUniverse, a decentralised universe, you can explore, create, destroy, and conquer pieces of
land. You will have the ability to create and design your own virtual lands. Build empires
complete with armies in order to conjure additional lands and extend your reigns. Travel through
the universe's vast voids. Establish your own laws to govern the way your civilisations operate.
Virtual gaming On Simulations:

DogeUniverse will conduct research and development in order to create game possibilities
based on simulations such as those in the novel and film Ready Player One. It is improbable that
we will one day be able to manipulate the human conscious to the point where we will be able
to live in our own simulated worlds. This is accomplished by coupling the human brain to
quantum computers, which have an astronomical amount of computational power in
comparison to conventional computers. We intend to invest a significant amount of money and
time in order to make these dreams a reality.
Endless Possibility's:
Doge-Universe's research and development will benefit gaming, NFTs, and blockchains, as well
as the creation of a new ecosystem that will nurture a new generation of: creators,
researchers, developers, and gamers. Will make it simple for anyone to make their dreams a
reality. We are committed to enacting significant change and positively impacting the lives of
billions of people worldwide.

DogeUniverse.Finance
Rug pull issues:
Exit scams have grown to be a massive and costly problem that needs addressing. Millions of
dollars are being stolen from diligent individuals seeking greatness and success in the
cryptocurrency world. The world's first meme launchpad will provide users with a more
dependable and convenient method of launching their meme-coin projects. New project teams
will need to complete a series of verifications before being listed on the launchpad. Team
members will be required to submit their verified identities, AMA videos about the project, and
agree to terms and conditions, public social media profiles and so on.

Our Solution:
Doge-Universe will charge a small 5% fee on funds raised. The project will also be required to
provide a small percentage of their tokens to Doge-Universe. The tokens will be distributed
amongst all SPACExDOGE holders. as an additional incentive for holders. The airdropped tokens
will also be vested to provide more trust transparency to the entire community. Vesting
schedules will be required for new IMOs, reducing initial circulation and requiring the team to
lock their tokens for an extended period. This significantly reduces the likelihood of new projects
involving rug-pulling (exiting scamming). We want to provide users with a new, more secure, and
improved way to invest in meme coins.
Fairness:
Users will simply connect their wallet to the platform and purchase new IMOs (Initial Meme
Offerings). There will be a limit on the number of IMO tokens that users can purchase,
preventing whales from purchasing everything. No overflow method, first come first served.
Users will be required to complete captchas prior to purchasing to ensure that bots do not
purchase the entire supply. As an addition, investors will be required to verify their profile by
purchasing an NFT at a small cost. This new method will be more accessible to small investors,
resulting in a more friendly and decentralised environment.
Exchange:

Users will be able to exchange their tokens on the DogeUniverse.Finance exchange.
SPACExDOGEs holders will receive a percentage of all transaction fees. By simply holding their
SPACExDOGEs, users will be able to earn various meme tokens. We will work on implementing
liquidity provider pools, which will enable users to provide liquidity in exchange for additional
tokens.

DogeUniverse.Finance
Freelancer Platform:
Our decentralized social network will connect projects and individuals in need of blockchain
developers, web developers, artists, and other cryptocurrency-related services. To become a
service provider, all users must pass a series of verification checks to insure they are qualified to
perform the job. We are only interested in providing high-quality services to our community
members.

Finding the right person can be difficult and time consuming. We will facilitate this process, which
will benefit aspiring developers and projects by expanding opportunities and stimulating growth in
the blockchain market. We intend to run this platform in such a way that developers will not be
charged a 10%, 15%, or even 20% fee for their work. The primary goal is to inspire creators and to
incentivize them to collaborate on other projects that benefit the Doge-Universe ecosystem and
the broader blockchain industry.

Friendly reminder:
Although this significantly reduces the likelihood of new projects departing by exit scams, it is
always important to keep in mind that nothing is 100% secured. There will always be a risk. As
time passes, the exchange will continue to add new ideas and features to enhance security
measures for legitimate IMO listings.

Tokenomics
The Token & It's Use-cases
SPACExDOGE is decentralized community token on the Binance-Smart-Chain. The community
token will have a variety of uses, including serving as the currency for all Doge-Universe's
platforms and will provide voting rights to the governing community . It will incentivize users to
hold the token for the long term. Unlike many other meme-coins, we will provide real-world
applications and value for the token. The token will enable us to generate multiple streams of
revenue, which will enable us to accelerate the research and development of our planned
platforms.

PARAMETERS;
❖ Ticker: SPACExDOGE(space“times” doge) not to be confused withtheaerospacecompany;).
❖ Max supply: 100,000,000,000. This supply will make it much easier to scale into the $1
region.
❖ 18 decimals.
❖ Fees: 8% fee on all transactions. 3% will be to generate liquidity. 3% will go towards token
burning. The remaining 2% will be distributed amongst all holder. This taxation system will
be removed once 50% of the max supply has been burned, and we will transition to Staking.
Please view the “Hybrid Deflationary System” page for additional information.
❖ Market cap: The initial market cap will be ~$1M since mostof the tokens will be vested.
❖ Buy-backs: A percentage from all profits generated amongst all our projects will be used
to buy back SPACExDOGEs. 10% of the buy-back will be burned and the remaining will be
added to the staking pool. Maintaining a deflationary mechanism and rewarding holders.

❖ Please note: Even the founder must buy his own tokens. Our distribution strategy is geared
towards avoiding an excessive number of tokens in circulation at any given time. Private
sales are subject to vesting schedules in order to reassure our investors that large holders
will not be able to sell a large percentage of the tokens at once. Vesting schedules will also
apply to team holdings, reserves, and community holdings. Whales will be unable to
purchase the entire supply due to the restrictions on the public pre-sale. We want a fair
distribution that benefits small holders first and foremost, rather than being manipulated by
whales. Manual burns will also be available.

Tokenomics
25% (25,000,000,000) Private sale:
❖ Early investors will have the opportunity to purchase during the private sale. This will benefit
the project significantly because it will allow us to establish early partnerships and deals that
will benefit the project in the long run. We'll require funds to cover the cost of the smart
contract, the website, the initial liquidity, and other expenses.
❖ Large investors will be enticed to participate in the private sell because the purchase limit
will be significantly increased, and the discount will be substantial. Vesting schedules are
required for all private-sale buyers in order to eliminate the possibility of all large holders
selling everything at the same time. Vesting schedules will significantly improve: the
project's value, trust, transparency, and an understanding that all private buyers are in it for
the long haul.
❖ The initial liquidity will derive from the money raised by the private sell. Vesting schedule
period for a minimum duration of 10 weeks (10% released weekly). We only want long-term
holders to be purchasing the on the private sell. Private sale buyers will still be able to receive
rewards for the tax distribution. The rewards will not be locked and will be distributed.

20% (20,000,00,000) public pre-sale/ICO:
❖ The price of the pre-sale and listing price will be the same $1 USD per 20,000 tokens (~$1M
initial market cap).Completing captchas will be required to prevent bots from buying all the
supply.

❖ The pre-sale will last about 7 days. All tokens that are not bought, will be added to the
liquidity pool and/or burned. There will be a purchase limit per wallet to prevent whales from
buying up everything.

20% (20,000,000,000) staking:
❖ Once the taxation system is removed, we will transmission over to Staking. The addition of the
“tax re-distribution rewards” will increase these allocations.

Tokenomics
15% (15,000,000,000) Reserves:
▪

▪

The reserves will serve as an additional option to add liquidity, treasury budget and obtain
funds that could be needed. Or/and for investors/partnerships that will greatly benefit DogeUniverse.. Tokens that are not needed will be burned, allowing for additional burnings.
Vesting period 100 weeks 1% will be released weekly.

10% (10,000,000,000) Liquidity:
Will be provided for liquidity. Beginning at ~$1M USD market cap. About 2.5% of the 10%
total supply will initially be provided for liquidity.. The valuation of the initial liquidity will be
approximately $250,000 USD. The more money we raise, the more we’ll be able to add to the
liquidity pool.
5% (5,000,000,000) Team wallet:

▪

Team holdings will be for the development of all platforms and projects that we have
planned. Paying salaries and other expenses. This funds will only be sold if needed. If not
needed, they will be burned. These are strictly for the purpose of thanking our amazing and
future team members. Vesting period of 100 1% will be released weekly.
3% (3,000,000,000) C ommunity:

▪

Community allocations will be distributed back to community members who bring quality
contributions to the project. These are strictly for community members only. Vesting period
of 100 weeks 1% will be released weekly.

2% (2,000,000,000) Elon Musk & SpaceX:
▪

These tokens are allocated to Elon Musk and SpaceX for their contributions to the
advancements of mankind’s technology that will allow us to eventually become a type 1
civilization and beyond. 1% to Elon Musk & 1% to SpaceX.

Hybrid Mechanism
“Taxation” system:
The taxation system works in such a way that users are charged a certain percentage (8% in our
case) per transaction on, including buy and sell transactions. The goal of this system is to
generate liquidity that will be added to the liquidity pool. Holders will receive a percentage of
the 8% redistribution. The final and perhaps most important addition is that a large portion of
the 8% will be used to burn the tokens. This system is excellent for generating liquidity,
rewarding token holders, and burning tokens.
The 8% will be divided as follows:

▪

3% will be to generate liquidity.

▪

3% will go towards token burnings.

▪

The remaining 2% will be distributed amongst all holders.
The issues:

One of the main problems with this system is that no one wants to pay a high fee for peer-topeer transactions; doing so undermines the true vision and purpose of a decentralised payment
method. Another issue is that it has a somewhat negative appeal, which makes the project
appear to many investors to be a short-term “profit taker.”
The solution:
To address these issues, once we reach a 50% burn (50 Billion tokens) of the maximum supply,
we will completely abolish the “tax” system and completely remove the fees. We will make the
switch to Staking. Holders would be able to continue earning additional rewards by staking their
tokens. A percentage from all profits generated amongst all our projects will be used to buy
back SPACExDOGEs. 10% of the buy-back will be burned and the remaining will be added to the
staking pool. We are able to create better tokenomics that are much more suitable for the
project's long-term vision by utilising what we call a "hybrid deflationary mechanism."

DAO
Core Team Governance:
The team has three primary goals: to improve use cases, to advance development, and to
maintain a well-organized and decentralised community. Assuring that no single entity controls
the entire project. The core team will develop proposals for partnerships, listing, development,
budget spending, governance rules, and assigning new team members, among other things.
NDAs will remain confidential until we receive permission to make them public. Only the core
team will be able to vote on Non-Disclosed Agreements, as they will not be made public until we
receive permission to do so. Anyone is able to become a core-team member depending on their
contribution to the project

Core Team Roles:
The roles of the Core Team consists off:
Meme Executive Officer: The MEO is the leading team member and the highest rank with-in the
project. The duties of the MEO are like a CEO.

Commander In Meme: The CIM are potential candidates that will take over as the MEO in case
the current MEO will no longer be able to hold its position or if the community has voted to fire
the existing MEO.
Researchers and developers: Those who are employed for the advancement of project
development and research, who will contribute to the design of our future platforms, NFT’s and
video games.
Marketers/Social media: Marketers will be accountable for collaborating with a variety of
influencers, news publications, content creation, and projects.

Social media managers will be accountable for the community's growth on our various social
media platforms through announcing, responding to and creating new content for our members.
Chief mods: These individuals will serve as our chief moderators on social media platforms such
as discord and telegram. They will monitor all activity and ensure that all community members
and investors have a positive and transparent experience. Whilst also equipping the mods with
necessary needs.
Master shill bills: Will be limited to the most influential community members who have
demonstrated a clear contribution to the growth and expansion of Doge Universe through
promotion and education of unaware communities.
The requirements for this status will be: A member for 6 months with 500 invites to either our
discord. There will be a reward of $500 USD worth of “SPACExDOGE” for achieving this status. The
token reward will only be available to the first 25 people who unlock it.

DAO
Team Governance:
The purpose of team governance is to assist the core team in advancing their development while
maintaining significant roles in the community. These roles will be filled by the most dedicated
members of our community who are willing to dedicate their skills and communications to the
cryptocurrency communities. This part of the team will also be able to create proposals on any
changes brought upon.
Mods: Mods will assist the chief mods in overseeing that our Discord & telegram maintains an
optimal experience for community members and investors. By actively engaging with community
members, you will be responsible for answering any questions or concerns with valid input
regarding Doge universe.

Shill bills: Community members who have shown their commitment to Doge Universe by
promoting and educating unaware investors. There will be a reward of $50 USD of “SPACExDOGE”
for achieving this status. The token reward will only be available to the first 100 people who
unlock it.
The requirements for this status will be: A member for 3 months and 100 discord invites.
Master holders: Will give the opportunity to long term holders to have greater voting power
since they’ve shown dedication to our project.
The time frame in which to achieve this status is 6 months since your first token purchase.
Special roles governance: The purpose of special roles is to incentivize another addition to the
community in which active members or large investors/holders can have further voting power
and create proposals that will be voted on.

Active community members: These will be members who are active with inputs and discussions
throughout our social media. Active engagement and contribution to Doge Universe will be the
fastest way to achieving this status.
Stakeholders: By having multiple tier lists for voting, it allows our more substantial holders to
have a larger say in the direction of Doge Universe. We believe this will be beneficial to the
project due to larger investors being more dedicated and influential in regards to our future.

DAO
Voting power

Core team “community” voting power = 3 votes per 1 token
Team “community” voting power –
Mods = 2.5 votes per 1 token
Shill bills = 2.5 votes per 1 token
Master holders = 2.5 votes per 1 token
Active community members = 1.5 votes per 1 token

Stakeholders
10, 000, 000 - 99, 999, 999 tokens = 1.5 votes per 1 token
100, 000, 000 - 999, 999, 999 tokens = 2 votes per 1 token
1, 000, 000, 000 + tokens = 2.5 votes per 1 token

Eco-Friendly
Concerns regarding PoW:
According to the Cambridge Center for Alternative Finance (CCAF), bitcoin currently consumes
around 110 terawatt hours per year. ~0.55% of global electricity production, or roughly
equivalent to the annual energy draw of small countries like Malaysia or Sweden. Bitcoin’s
consensus mechanism is named Proof of Work (PoW). The PoW mechanism requires a vast
amount of computing resources, which consume a significant amount of electricity.

Proof of Stake (PoS):
On a Proof of Stake (PoS) blockchain, those validating transaction blocks have to put something at
stake so others can trust them. If these validators have something at stake, they have something
to lose. This collateral is enough of an incentive for them to tell the truth and maintain the
integrity and security of the network. In contrast to PoW, PoS does not require vast amount of
computational power. PoS is over drastically more efficient than PoW
Our Mechanism:
Our new and genius mechanism utilizes what we call “Hybrid Deflationary Model” (HDM). HDM
is a hybrid mechanism that charges a percentage fee for every transaction. This transaction fee
is mainly used for “burning” tokens from circulation, creating liquidity for the liquidity pool and
rewarding users for holding the tokens. Once 50% of token burning has been accomplished, we
will transition over to Staking. Our HDM is significantly more efficient than Bitcoin’s Proof of
Work.
100% Eco-Friendly dedicated:
Our team and project are 100% dedicated towards eco-friendliness. Part of our responsible and
inspiration is to do anything we can to make our world an eco-friendlier place. A large
percentage of our profits will go towards increasing the contributions & practices of ecofriendliness. Such contributions will be restoring destroy areas, flourishing areas with no
trees/plants, researching and developing ways to become a 100% eco-friendly blockchain, and so
much more.

2021 RoadMap
We'll work to accomplish, add, and enhance roadmap events. Any suggestions from the
community to improve or add events will be listened to and considered. The majority of events
will almost certainly not occur in the order listed below. While certain events may occur sooner
or later, it is our intention to expand and advance the project at a significant and rapid pace while
achieving perfection.

➢ Q3 2021:
❖ Finish website and litepaper
❖ Create and release AMA videos introducing the owner and team members
❖ Initiate marketing campaign.
❖ Begin and conclude private presale & pre-sale.
❖ Create and run audits on the smart contract.
❖ Tracking listings such as: PancakeSwap, BlockFolio, CoinMarketcap, CoinGecko, PooCoin etc...
❖ Begin work on the exchange and IMO platforms.

❖ Have a team of at least 15 moderators to moderate telegram, discord, YouTube and other
social media platforms. (Multilingual mods)
❖ Add improvements and advancements on the whitepaper, website, DogeUniverse.org,
development plans and just about anything we think of to improvethe project.

❖ Haveat least 1,000 holders by the end of the (Q3 2021).
➢ Q4 2021:
❖

Top 10 exchange listing.

❖

Have the DogeUniverse.finance exchange and IMO platform fully completed and released.

❖

Expand team to at least 30 team members: 4 developers, 4 social media manager and
marketers, 22 national and international moderators.

❖

Begin development for the NFT mining/gaming platform.

❖

Continue releasing monthly AMA videos and weekly live streams about the project.

❖

Establish at least 25 partnerships with: other projects, influencers, & content creators.

❖

20,000 holders by end of Q4 (2021).

❖

End of year review.

Team
Wa gner Mencias

MEO, Founder, Marketing, Social-Media, Everything
I've been involved with crypto since 2017. I taught myself everything I know
about cryptocurrency by watching numerous content creators and educators
on YouTube and other platforms. I enjoy crypto because it allows me to meet
new people, have a good time, assist other communities and most
importantly develop new ideas that will contribute to the success and
development of crypto. My area of expertise is assisting other projects and
bringing people together.

Sandy Mencias

Mod, Multi-lingual comms (English, Spanish & French)
With over seven years of experience and a reputation for providing exceptional
customer service in a variety of industries. Fluent in English, Spanish, and
French with a high level of proficiency. Biology associate's degree, CSN, 2019.
Since 2018, I've been involved with cryptocurrencies. I believe that
cryptocurrency is here to stay and will undoubtedly make a significant
contribution to the world.

Tristian Allen

Marketing & Social Media Manager, Mod
Since 2018, as a cryptocurrency enthusiast and investor, I've immersed myself
in all facets of the space, including micro-cap and colossal project
development, and the science of block chain technology. After discovering my
interest in cryptocurrency, I've decided to combine my skills in digital
marketing and communications to help DogeUniverse achieve the best
possible success. I'm looking forwards to helping Doge universe reach its full
potential by collaborating with some of the most brilliant minds in the space.

Raul Salinas

WED DESIGNER & FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPER, MOD
II have over 4 years of experience in front-end web developing focused on
CSS and HTML language. I’m currently majoring in Computer Science in two
universities: UNLV and UNAM. I decided to approach the Doge Universe
project in order to bring together my 2 current passions: Crypto and
Websites.

We are currently looking to expand our team with high quality members. If you feel that you
have the requirements to further build our succession, please message our email or social
medias.

FAQ
Section 1 (Doge Universe)
#1 What is Doge Universe?
Doge Universe is a meme-coin that aims to provide real use-case products and solutions to everyday
crypto related problems.
#2 What are the main problems that Doge Universe aims to solve?
1. Reduce the possibilities of rugs-pull and other scams.

2.Facilitate the process of hiring crypto free-lancers.
3.A blockchain that minimizes vast amounts of energy and resources.
4.Heavily reduced transaction fees.
5.Combating inflation through a hybrid deflationary mechanism (HDM).
6.NFT’s losing value due to saturation from developers.

#3 How will Doge Universe solve these problems?
1.Developing a launch-pad IMO (Initial Meme Offering) in which projects and team members will
undergo various steps to confirm their identity, audits, and additional steps to reassure our investors
that they are investing in trustworthy projects.
2.Building a premium crypto-based free-lancer platform.
3.Pioneering a new method to combat inflation; Hybrid Deflationary Mechanism (HDM). A mechanism
which is drastically more efficient than Bitcoin’s Proof of Work (PoW).
4.Our token is based on Binance’s Smart Chain. The fees are a couple of cents. We’ll eventually create
our own blockchain in which fees will be less than 1 cent.

5.Establishing the first hybrid deflationary mechanism. This entails burning 50% of our total supply
through transaction fees, then switching to Staking.
6.Proof of Gaming (POG) is another new mechanism we’ve created. POG increases the rarities and value
of NFTs. This is by giving gamers the ability to mine for NFTs through gameplay. Also, creating a new
social ecosystem within the NFT communities.

FAQ
Section 2 (Trust and Legalities)
#1 How trusted and transparent is Doge Universe?

Trust and transparency are two of our primary objectives. We are a public, open-source project.
Since 2017, Wagner Mencias (the founder and MEO) has been involved in cryptocurrency and
other projects. He is currently a member of the USX Quantum leadership team
(https://www.quantumcode.org/) and has been a member of the community since 2017.

#2 Are the team of Doge Universe anonymous or public?
The team is public, as are their social media profiles. We want to demonstrate complete trust and
transparency to our users and investors.
#3 Will Doge Universe consider establishing a legal entity?
We don’t really have plans to establish a legal entity since Doge Universe is established as a DAO,
which allows for the project to be community driven with no central point of control or authority..

#4 How transparent are the tokenomics?
Even the founder is required to purchase his own tokens. Our distribution strategy is designed to
keep an appropriate number of tokens in circulation at any given time. Private sales are subject to
vesting schedules to reassure our investors that large holders will not be able to sell a large
proportion of their tokens at once. Vesting schedules will also apply to team ownership, reserves,
founder ownership, and community ownership.

FAQ
Section 3 (Private sell)
#1 When will the private sale begin?

The private sale will begin once all legalities have been resolved. The sale should commence in
August 2021.

#2 Who can and how will I participate in the private sale?

Due to being established as a DAO. We are community driven project; everyone is required to
confirm their country’s laws and regulations for confirmation if they are legally allowed to
participate on the sale.
#3 Which currencies/cryptos will be accepted for the private sale?
As of now, we will be accepting BTC, most major stable and alt coins including BNB, ETH, ADA,
USDC, USDT, BUSD and many more. Due to certain laws and regulations, we’ll discuss with our
lawyers which other currencies we can legally accept.

#4 When will I receive my purchased tokens?
The private sale tokens will be vested for a minimum duration of 10 weeks and released 10%
weekly. The first vesting schedule will be released 1 week after the pre-sale concludes.

FAQ
Section 4 (Pre-Sale/ICO)
#1 When will the pre-sale/ICO sale begin?

The pre-sale/ will begin once the smart-contract has been released and fully audited. The sale
should begin in August.
#2 Who can and how will I participate in the pre-sale/ICO?
Due to being established as a DAO. We are community driven project; everyone is required to
confirm their country’s laws and regulations for confirmation if they are legally allowed to
participate on the sale.
#3 Which currencies/cryptos will be accepted for the pre-sale/ICO?
As of now, we will be accepting BTC, most major stable and alt coins including BNB, ETH, ADA,
USDC, USDT, BUSD and many more. Due to certain laws and regulations, we’ll discuss with our
lawyers which other currencies we can legally accept.

#4 When will I receive my purchased tokens?
The purchased tokens should be distributed the same day of the pre-sale/ICO sale. Depending on
which raising platform we utilize.

FAQ
Section 5 (Long-term vision and Values)
#1 What is the long-term vision of Doge Universe?

Our long-term goal is to establish one of the most prominent cryptocurrencies. We intend to
enable a variety of use cases and products that will have a significant impact on the world and
financial sector.
#2 How does Doge Universe survive during volatile (bear) market conditions?

We have a robust reserve which will continually strengthen. Our products will enable us to
generate multiple revenue streams from a variety of different sources. We will strengthen our
reserves to reassure our members that we will be able to weather any adverse market conditions
and continue to maintain a healthy community.
#3 What are some values that Doge Universe believes in?
Our primary value is that we must treat everyone in our community with dignity. Maintaining
team morale by treating them with the appropriate respect, whilst ensuring their financial
stability and growth in the project. We will provide superior service with previously listed
solutions. Eco-friendliness is another top priority for us, and we will make every effort to increase
our contributions and practises to decrease energy consumption.

#4 Will Doge Universe make efforts towards educating new investors?
Of course. We will make efforts and resources. One of our platforms will be devoted to educating
first-time cryptocurrency investors. Scammers have developed into one of the most malicious
issues in crypto. We will educate new investors about these scams in order to protect them from
having their hard-earned money stolen.
#5 Our multi cycle plan

We understand that there will be downtimes throughout the market as a result of the recurring
cycles created by bitcoin's halvening. By utilising our hybrid deflationary mechanism, we will have
the necessary reserves and capabilities to sustain growth throughout the market's bear stages.
Our objective is to pursue long-term growth and market share.

Disclaimer
This is a living document, and the information contained within is current at the time of
publication. Please be aware that the information contained does not constitute investment
advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other type of advice, and you should not construe it
as such.
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Before making any investment decisions, the Doge Universe team recommends that you conduct
your own due diligence and consult with a financial advisor. With purchasing any Doge Universe
product, you agree that you are not making an investment or purchasing a security, and that you
will hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. Additionally, you
acknowledge that the team is providing the product "as is" and is not obligated to provide support
or services. No one associated with this whitepaper or Doge Universe accepts responsibility for the
asset's performance, the delivery of tokens to your wallet, or the wallet's security. When
purchasing cryptocurrencies, it is your responsibility to take all necessary security precautions.
Although Doge Universe is a community-driven ecosystem and not a registered digital currency,
the team strongly advises citizens in jurisdictions where cryptocurrency is prohibited to avoid
purchasing products associated with Doge Universe, as the team cannot guarantee compliance
with your jurisdiction's regulations. Always verify that you are complying with applicable local laws
and regulations prior to making any purchase.
Private sale and pre-sale will have specific conditions to who is allowed to purchase our native
token “SPACExDOGE”. No refunds will be issued to those who purchase any Doge Universe
products, whether in compliance with or in violation of applicable local laws and regulations. Our
private and pre-sales are solely for the purpose of funding a community-driven ecosystem, the
outcome of which we cannot guarantee.

